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STUPID AMERICAN LAWS
In the city of Elko in Nevada on the streets you can only go in the mask. Baltimore is not allowed to
come to the theatre with lions. In Grod little Rock in Arkansas it is prohibited to walk their cow on
main street after the hour of the day on Sunday. In Pensacola Florida residents required to have not
less than 10 dollars. In Minnesota, you threatened to go to jail for what you sleep naked. In Los
Angeles there is a decree prohibiting bathe two babies in the same font. In Pennsylvania are not
allowed to in the house together, there were more than 16 women according to lawmakers - 17
women it is a brothel. The law however will allow to live together 120 men. In the city of Zion in
Illinoise it is forbidden to give lighted cigars to cats, dogs and other Pets. In the city Excelsior springs
in Montana is a crime to throw a ball. In new Orleans you can not tie crocodiles to hydrants. In the city
of Pueblo dandelions are considered taboo plant. In Idaho it is forbidden to ﬁsh while sitting on a
camel. In Kansas all pedestrians crossing the road at night should wear light reﬂectors. In Alabama it
is forbidden to drive a car blindfolded. In Lafayette in Califronia is a crime to spit within a meter from
other people. In San Francisco it is forbidden to leave the elephants if they are not on a leash. If you
are in Texas do not even think to shoot the Buﬀalo from the second ﬂoor of the hotel. In North Dakota
it is a crime to go to bed without taking his shoes oﬀ. In Oxforde in Agago women are forbidden to
undress in front of a portrait of the man. In the city-I in new Jersey, a special resolution is prohibited to
oﬀer alcohol and cigarettes to animals at the zoo. In the city of Providence Rhode island in stores on
Sundays is forbidden to sell toothpaste and a toothbrush to the same buyer. In Hollywood there is a
special order prohibiting chase through the streets of more than two thousand sheep. In new
Hampshire it is a crime to ﬁt into the hotel under an assumed name. In Clinton County in the same
state under threat of penalty it is forbidden to lean against the walls of buildings of public institutions.
In St. Louis it is forbidden to sit on the pavement and drink beer from a bucket. In Columbus, in
Georgia it is forbidden to cut the chickens head voskresenyam. In Chico, California ﬁne of up to $ 500,
threatens to everyone who will explode within the city a nuclear device. In Eureka, Illinois, men
wearing mustaches are forbidden to kiss women. In Galesburg again in Illinois under threat of a ﬁne of
$ 1,000 is prohibited to beat the rat with a baseball bat. In Nebraska, owners of bars can sell beer
only if the bar is cooked for visitors to the soup. In Honolulu, Hawaii
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